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In this paper we introdue a new kind of nulear/hadroni oherent partile prodution mehanism
in high-energy ollisions alled dual oherent partile emission (DCPE) whih takes plae when the
phase veloities of the emitted partile vMph and that of partile soure vB1ph satisfy the dual
oherene ondition: vMph ≤ v
−1
B1ph
. The general signatures of the DCPE in the nulear and
hadroni media are established and some experimental evidenes are given.
PACS numbers: 25.40.-h, 25.70.-z, 25.75.-q, 13.85.-t
Cherenkov radiation was rst observed in the early
1900's by the experiments developed by Mary and Pierre
Curie when studying radioativity emission. The nature
of suh radiation was unknown until the experimental
works (1934-1937) of P.A. Cherenkov and the theoretial
interpretation by I. E. Tamm and I. M. Frank (1937)
when it was laried that this radiation is produed
by harged partiles travelling through matter at speeds
larger than the phase veloity of light in the medium. Al-
though it was not well understood and reognised until
1958 (Nobel Prize in Physis), the eet afterwards was
alled the Cherenkov radiation (CR). The idea that me-
son prodution in nulear interation may be desribed
as a proess similar to the eletromagneti CR go bak
to Wada, Ivanenko and Gurgenidze, and Blohintzev and
Indenbom (see Refs. [1℄) who propagated it rst on a
qualitative basis and after that by using some nulear
models. In the last deade this idea of the generalisation
of the CR to mesons and photons inside the nulear and
hadroni media was systematially investigated theoret-
ially [2-4℄ and also tested experimentally [5-8℄. Suh
idea was also extended to a Cherenkov-like mehanism
for meson prodution in hadron-hadron interations [8-
11℄ at high energies. In this analogy, a fast hadron is the
soure of mesoni eld as it is the fast harged partile
in the normal Cherenkov radiation. Thus the mesoni
Cherenkov-like eet might be expeted to our when a
hadron traverses the nulear (or hadroni) matter with a
veloity exeeding the phase veloity of the mesoni eld.
In this paper, we introdue a new kind of oherent par-
tile prodution mehanism in partile ollisions alled
dual oherent partile emission (DCPE) from whih all
kind of the generalised Cherenkov-like eets an be ob-
tained. The DCPE eets are expeted to take plae
when the phase veloities of the emitted partile vMph
and that of partile soure vB1ph satisfy the dual oher-
ene ondition: vB1phvMph ≤ 1. We investigate the gen-
eral signatures of DCPE eets in nulear and hadroni
media and a propose their experimental tests. The om-
parison of the absolute preditions [3℄ on the nulear pio-
ni Cherenkov-like eet (NPICR) with the reent exper-
imental results obtained in relativisti nulear ollisions
[5-7℄ is given.
Dual oherent partile emission (DCPE). Let
us start with a general B1 → MB2 deay desribed in
Fig. 1(a). Here a partile M [with energy ω, momentum
k = RenM (ω)
√
ω2 −M2
M
, rest mass MM, and refrative
index nM (ω)] is emitted in a (nulear, hadroni, diele-
tri, et.) medium from an inident partile B1 [with
energy E1, momentum p1 = Ren(E1)
√
E21 −M
2
1 , rest
mass M1, and refrative index n1(E1)℄ that itself goes
over into a nal partile B2 [with energy E2, momentum
p2 = Ren(E2)
√
E22 −M
2
2 , rest mass M2, and refrative
index n2(E2)℄.
Here we prove that in order to obtain a genuine sponta-
neous partile emission in a given medium the two general
onditions are neessary to be fullled:
• (i) The inident partile-soure must be oupled
to a spei radiation eld (RF) (see Fig. 1)
and that the partiles propagation properties in
medium must be modied.
• (ii.1) The partile soure must be moving in
medium with a dual phase veloity v−1B1ph higher
than the phase veloity vMph of the RF-quanta.
2FIG. 1: (a) The two-body deay proess B1 → MB2 in nu-
lear media. (b) The nulear mesoni Cherenkov-like radia-
tion (NMCR) limit [3℄: vMph ≤ v1. () The nulear baryoni
Cherenkov-like radiation limit [3℄: vB2ph ≤ v1
• (ii.2) The partile soure must be moving in
medium with a dual phase veloity v−1B1ph higher
than vB2ph.
Proof: The propagation properties of partiles in a
medium are hanged in agreement with their elasti sat-
tering with the onstituents of that medium. So, the
phase veloity vXph(EX) of any partile X (with the to-
tal energy EX and rest mass MX) in medium is modied
as follows:
vXph(EX) =
EX
pX
=
1
RenX(EX)
.
EX
[E2X −M
2
X ]
1
2
(1)
The refrative index nX(EX) in a medium omposed
from the onstituents  an be alulated in standard
way by using the Foldy-Lax formula [12℄ (we work in the
units system h¯ = c = 1)
n2X(EX) = 1 +
4piρ
E2X −M
2
X
· C(EX)fXc→Xc(EX) (2)
where ρ is the density of the onstituents, C(ω) is a oher-
ene fator [C(ω) = 1 when the the medium onstituents
are randomly distributed℄, fXc→Xc(EX) is the averaged
forward X-sattering amplitude.
Now, by using the energy-momentum onservation law
for the deay B1 → MB2 in medium,
E1 = E2 + ω, −→p 1 =
−→p 2 +
−→
k (3)
we obtain (see angles denition in Fig. 1):
cosθ1k = vMphvB1ph +
1
2p1k
[−DB1 +DB2 −DM ] (4)
cosθ12 = vB1phvB2ph +
1
2p1k
[−DB1 −DB2 +DM ] (5)
cosθ2k = vMphvB2ph +
1
2p2k
[DB1 −DB2 −DM ] (6)
where DX , X ≡ B1, B2,M, are departures from mass
shell, and are given by
DX ≡ E
2
X − p
2
X = M
2
X + [1− (RenX(EX))
2][E2X −M
2
X ]
(7)
We note that the seond terms in the right side of Eqs
(4)-(6) an be onsidered as quantum orretions to the
rst lassial terms [3℄.
Now, a rigorous proof of the statement (ii) is obtained
from onditions that the respetive emission angles must
be the physial angles. The oherene quantum ondi-
tions: cosθij ≤ 1, i, j = 1, 2, k, (4)-(6), at the high ini-
dent partiles energies transform into lassial oherene
onditions, e. g.,
cosθ1k = vMphvB1ph ≤ 1 (8)
whih is equivalently to
vMph ≤ v
−1
B1ph
, or vB1ph ≤ v
−1
Mph (9)
It is worth to note that from the dual oherene on-
ditions (9) we obtain the following DCPE ondition.
• (iii) In ase when v−1B1ph = v1, from the ondition
(ii) the two important generalised Cherenkov-like
limits follow: (iii.1) the NMCR Cherenkov-like ra-
diation limit vMph ≤ v1, and (iii.2) the NBCR
Cherenkov-like radiation limit vB2ph ≤ v1.
The proof of the statement (iii) is obtained immediately
if one observes that when the partile B1 is on the mass
shell in medium (Ren1 = 1) then v
−1
B1ph
=v1, and the
dual oherene onditions (ii.1) and (ii.2) will go into the
Cherenkov-like oherene onditions (iii.1) and (iii.2), re-
spetively.
For eah kind of generalised Cherenkov-like eet there
is a threshold projetile kineti energy given by
Tthr(EX) = Mp
√
1− [vXph(EX)]2 − 1]. (10)
Now, we an obtain a lassiation of these DCPE ef-
fets not only on the basis of four fundamental (strong,
eletromagneti, weak, and gravitational) interations
but also using the above M-B duality as well as the
rossing symmetry.
The main signatures of the (DCPE) as generalised
Cherenkov-like eets are as follows:
• The dierential ross setions posses the bumps in
the energy bands where the DCPE-oherene on-
ditions are fullled.
• The DCPE-eets are threshold mehanisms.
3• Coherent partiles emitted via the DCPE meha-
nism must be oplanar with the inoming and out-
going projetiles: strong (θ1k, ω) and (θ1k, Ep) or-
relations.
• The intensities as well as the absorption eets
an be alulated as in the ase of generalised
Cherenkov-like eets [3℄ by using Feynman dia-
grams in medium.
• Any two-body deay proess B1 →MB2 in medium
via DCPE mehanism posses two limiting modes:
the NMCR mode in whih the partile M is emitted
when the oherene ondition vMph ≤ v1is fullled,
and the NBCR mode when the oherene ondition
vB2ph ≤ v1 is fullled.
Coherent meson emission in nulear media. The
lightest mesons for whih the elementary sattering am-
plitudes on nuleons in the forward diretion are well
known from the experimental data are pions [13℄. In
the last deade, the nulear pioni Cherenkov-like radia-
tion (NPICR) was intensively investigated theoretially
[2,3℄ on the basis of elementary pion-nuleon sattering
amplitudes in the forward diretion. The harateristi
features of the NPICR-pions predited in Refs. [2,3℄ are
as follows:
• The numerial values on the refrative index of pi-
ons in nulear medium was obtained in the stan-
dard way by applying Lax-Foldy formula (2) with
the oherene fator C = 1.
• The NPICR-oherene ondition vph(ω) ≤ v , was
found to be fullled in the three energy bands:
(CB1) 190 MeV≤ ω ≤ 315 MeV, for all pi±,0;
(CB2) 910 MeV ≤ ω ≤ 960 MeV, only for pi+;
(CB3) ω ≥ 80 GeV, for all pi±,0.
The values for the NPICR-thresholds for all the
three pioni bands are shown in Fig. 2.
• The NPICR-pions must be oplanar with the in-
oming and outgoing projetile possessing strong
(θ1k, ω) and (θ1k, Tp) orrelations (see Fig. 7 from
Ref. [3℄).
• The NPICR-dierential ross setions (DCS) are
peaked at the energy ωm = 244 MeV for CB1-
emission band when absorption in medium is taken
into aount. The CB1-peak width in the DCS is
predited to be Γm ≤ 25 MeV (see details in Figs.
8 and 9 from Ref.[3℄).
• The energy behaviour of NPICR-peak position is
predited to be as T−2p (see Fig. 12 in [3℄), while
the A-target dependene of the NPICR dierential
ross setions is given in Fig. 14 of [3℄.
FIG. 2: The absolute preditions for the threshold Tthr(ω)
for single oherent meson prodution via pioni Cherenkov-
like radiation (NPICR) mehanism [3℄ in the nulear reation
208
Pb (p→ Npi).
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FIG. 3: The energy distributions obtained [5,6℄ for the pi−s
produed in the entral Mg-Mg ollisions at 4.3 GeV/c per
nuleon.
The existene of the NPICR-CB1-emission band [2,3℄ was
reently onrmed experimentally by the JINR-Dubna
group [5,6℄ in the studies of Mg-Mg entral ollisions at
4.3 GeV/c per nuleon by proessing the pitures from
the 2m Streamer Chamber SKM-200. After proessing a
total number of 14218 events, whih were found to meet
the entrality riterion, the experimental results shown
in Fig.3 have been obtained.
As one sees from Fig. 3, the energy distributions of
emitted pions in the entral ollisions have a signiant
peak over the inlusive bakground. The experimental
4values of the peak position and its width are
E∗m = 238± 3(stat)± 8(syst) MeV, (11)
Γm = 10± 3(stat)± 5(syst) MeV. (12)
Hene, the values of the peak energy and its width ob-
tained in Refs. [5,6℄ are in a good agreement with the
absolute NPICR preditions for ωmandΓm [2,3℄. It is im-
portant to note that the above value of E∗m is similar
to the position of the peak observed in Ref. [15℄ in the
analysis of pi+prodution in oinidene measurements of
(p,n) reations at 0
0
on C, the eet onneted with the
NPICR mehanism [3℄.
Therefore, we onlude that the NPICR ross setions
in all emission bands, as well as other NPICR-signatures,
are large enough in order to be experimentally measured
in exlusive experiments. Of the great importane is the
experimental disovery of the rst oherent NPICR band
in the inlusive measurements sine it represents the rst
experimental proof that the generalised Cherenkov-like
eet is the real mehanism for the oherent partiles
prodution with the rest mass dierent from zero.
Generalised mesoni Cherenkov-like radia-
tion in hadroni media. The mesoni Cerenkov-like
radiation in hadroni media was onsidered by many au-
thors [8-11℄. A systemati investigation of the lassial
and quantum theory of this kind of eets in hadroni
media an be found in Ref. [9℄. The lassial variant
[2,9℄ of the Cherenkov mehanism was applied to the
study of single meson prodution in hadron-hadron in-
terations at high energies. This variant is based on the
usual assumption that hadrons are omposed from a en-
tral ore in whih most of the hadron mass is onen-
trated surrounded by a large and more diuse mesoni
loud (hadroni medium). Then, it was shown [9,11℄ that
a hadroni mesoni Cherenkov-like radiation (HPICR)
with an mesoni refrative index given by a pole ap-
proximation, an be able to explain the integrated ross
setions of a single meson prodution in hadron-hadron
interation. As an example, in Fig. 4 we present the inte-
grated ross setions of the proess pp→ pppi0, ompared
with the HPICR-preditions in the limit of the HPICR
mehanism dominane. This result was very enourag-
ing for the extension of HPICR-dominane hypothesis
to other single meson prodution in hadron-hadron ol-
lisions at high energies. Colleting all the χ2/dof for all
139 reation tted with the hadroni mesoni Cherenkov-
like (HMCR) mehanism, we get the surprisingly good
desription as shown in Fig. 5. We must underline that
only reations with single meson prodution was tted (a
single parameter t) with the HMCR preditions on the
integrated ross setions.
Also, reently, in hadroni experiments [5-7,16℄, the
Cherenkov-like radiation in the variant proposed in [10℄,
has been observed.
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FIG. 4: Experimental statistial test of the HMCR-
mehanism dominane in hadron-hadron ollisions.
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FIG. 5: The number of reations tted with HMCR-
preditions for integrated ross setions as a funtion of
χ2/dof .
Conlusions. In this paper a new mehanism alled
dual oherent partile emission (DCPE) is introdued.
The results and onlusion obtained in this paper are
as follows:
• The DCPE mehanism inludes in a more general
and exat way all the types of the Cherenkov meh-
anisms thanks to the general dual oherene on-
dition vB1phvMph ≤ 1 whih has the partiular
limiting ases: M-Cherenkov-like radiation limit:
vMph≤ v1, and B-Cherenkov-like radiation limit:
vB2ph ≤ v1.
• In the nulear media we presented the rst exper-
imental results [5,6℄ whih onrm with high a-
uray the preditions [3℄ in the rst CB1-pioni
band.
• In the hadroni media we presented the rst statis-
tial test (see Figs. 4 and 5) based on the t of the
integrated ross setions of 139 reation of single
5meson prodution. These results suggest a possible
HMCR-dominane of the single meson prodution
in high energy hadron-hadron ollision.
Finally, it is important to note that speial experimen-
tal tehniques based on the oinidene measurements
are neessary in order to extrat the yields of the DCPE
generalised Cherenkov-like eets from the bakground
produed by other mehanisms.
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